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Foreword
At Bredenoord Aggregaten BV we want you to get the most out of your (rented) genset and to be able to use it
safely. Reading this user’s manual will make you familiar with the genset and its features. You will find
information regarding (daily) use and general care.
On deliverance, your genset is in excellent condition. Before it leaves our company the generator is tested and
inspected. If you follow the guidelines in this manual, your genset will remain in optimal condition and you will
be able to use it safely.
Before using the genset you should read this user manual carefully. For questions about use, maintenance,
safety or other subjects which are not in the manual please contact Bredenoord Aggregaten BV.
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Bredenoord Aggregaten BV is concerned with producing very high quality products that entirely fulfill the
demands with regard to intended usage. Bredenoord Aggregaten BV is ISO9001 certified. By this means you
are assured that we deliver quality, from the design to the final delivery of the genset.
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1

Safety measures and symbols

Every other use of the generator than that described in this user manual, can lead to a dangerous work ing
situation, both for the genset and user(s). Bredenoord Aggregaten BV refuses to accept responsibility for any
claim of damage or human harm which has occurred because of not following the instructions in this manual or
by lack of care during use, installation, service, maintenance or repair of the genset. It is necessary, before
usage, to read this user manual with care. Always follow the safety instructions! For information regarding
installation, maintenance or repair not included in this manual, please contact Bredenoord Aggregaten BV.

1.1

Safety markings in the text

The safety markings in the text have the following meaning:
BEWARE!
If a comment has additional information, it’s drawing your attention to possible problems or dangers.

DANGER!
Indicates that your life is directly threatened if you do not carry out the procedures with care.

1.2

Safety instructions
Only start the machine when all safety measures have been observed.
The genset is only permitted to be operated, serviced, maintained and connected by qualified and
adequately trained personnel that is authorized by the customer.
No maintenance, connection, commissioning, usage or other operation before consulting the manual.
Switch the genset safe before carrying out maintenance, repairs or other jobs.
Operate the generator only when all protective parts have been correctly installed (again).
Watch out for parts that are under voltage in the electric switchboard cabinets.
Watch out for possible hot engine parts, for example the exhaust.
Avoid contact between body parts, hair, jewellery or clothes and rotating parts, for example the cooling fan
or the v-belts, otherwise you could become trapped or injured.
The genset can make a lot of noise, use ear protection near the genset.
Only use the genset when the emergency stop is visible and accessible.
Keep the doors of the room and/or genset closed during operation because of cooling, noise and entry.
Keep open fires and other combustible elements away from the generator. Also don´t install the genset
nearby flammable gasses.
Keep a powder fire extinguisher in the direct proximity of the genset.
Remove spilt diesel or engine oil, on or near the genset immediately.
Avoid contact of diesel oil, grease or battery acid with electrical cables.
Be careful with batteries, very high currents will run when short-circuited. Batteries sometimes also
contain corrosive acid.
Apply appropriate (personal) safety measures when servicing the genset.
Do not use the genset if your concentration is diminished for example by tiredness or alcohol
consumption.
The generator is exclusively intended for use as (emergency) power supply. All other usage is seen as
unintended use by the manufacturer and is therefore forbidden.
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WARNING!
Indicates that you can (seriously) injure yourself if you do not carry out the procedures with care.

1.3

Safety symbols on the generator

In the genset are protective measures mounted for electrical, hot (exhaust) and rotating parts (v-belts). When
this is not possible due to practical reasons, warning stickers have been placed. To warn for dangerous
situations the following safety symbols can be used on the genset:
Danger! You are close to a life-threatening voltage!

Ear protection required!

Emergency stop!

Danger of burns! Hot liquid

Beware! This machine can start automatically!

Danger of entrapment! Rotating parts

Beware: ventilator

This sticker refers to this manual:
BEWARE!
It is not permitted to make adjustments in the control panel other than by a qualified electrician. In
all other cases only allow the installation to be adjusted by an employee of Bredenoord Aggregaten.
When you make adjustments yourself or have adjustments made, the firm Bredenoord Aggregaten
B.V. is not in any way responsible for possible damage as a result of incorrect installation of the
genset.

1.4

Switching safe

Before working on the genset, the genset first has to be switched safe. The procedure for making an electric
installation voltage free depends on the installation, for this please contact the owner of the installation.
The genset is only permitted to be operated, serviced, maintained and connected by qualified and
adequately trained personnel that are authorized by the customer.
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Danger of burns! Hot parts

Always switch the genset safe when you want to work on the genset.

To prevent the genset from (automatically) starting the following should be done.
Make sure the genset isn´t running and switch off the controls.
Switch off the Battery switch by turning it counter clockwise. The key can now be taken out of the
holder. The Battery switch interrupts the power to the starter. If the genset doesn´t have a battery
switch, disconnect negative pole of the starting batteries. Be careful with disconnecting the battery
pole. See the chapter “Maintenance” for information about the dangers of batteries.
When you work on or near electric conductors always check that these are not under voltage,
according to the applicable electrical requirements. After this also check the used meter for correct
functioning. With emergency generators also take account of possible voltage from the grid.
Always place warning signs and/or padlocks so that no one will start the genset while you´re working
on it. Provide a safety zone around the machine of about 3 meters to block entry of third parties and
unauthorized persons.
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Never switch off the battery switch while the genset is in operation. This can cause serious damage.
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2

Construction and functioning genset

2.1

Construction

The genset, depending on the implementation, consists of the following main components:

2.2

Engine
Generator
Radiator
Batteries
Control panel

6.
7.
8.
9.

Main power board (larger gensets)
Fuel tank
Exhaust
Housing

Functioning

An (emergency) genset is a combination of an engine, usually a diesel engine, and a generator. The engine
drives the generator directly and the generator provides power for the connected load. The load is connected
after the generator circuit breaker on the main power connection. The complete installation is mounted on a fuel
tank with drip tray. Starting of the genset is possible in two ways, by means of the push buttons or by using an
external contact. Both methods are further discussed in the chapter “Operation” of this manual.

2.3

Spare parts

To order spare parts please contact Bredenoord Aggregaten. Also provide the type of engine/generator and the
identification number of the genset.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

3

Installation and connection of the genset

3.1

Installation

When placing the genset indoors the following instructions also apply:
Ensure that there is enough free (movement) space around the genset.
Ensure the outlet for gases is led outside. Ensure that exhaust gases cannot flow into other installations,
such as compressors and air-conditioning, or build up in combustible roofing materials or other spaces. Be
aware of wind direction with respect to this.
Ensure enough space on both sides of the genset for inlet and outlet of the cooling air.
Ensure that there is enough ventilation and a good temperature control in the room where the genset is
placed. The generator produces heat during use.

3.2

Connection

When using a genset it should be attempted to connect the installation according to the TN system. For more
information about earthing please consult the national applicable standards and regulations. Below a schematic
of a TN system is shown.

In the schematic is shown that the neutral and earth connection of the generator are directly earthed. When no
earthing is available this is done by placing an earth pin. Do not place this pin by yourself, the determination of
length and position of the earth pin demands various measurements. Bredenoord can inform you which
companies can professionally place this earth pin. An earth point is available on the genset to connect to earth.
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Keep the following points in mind while installing the genset:
Place the generator preferably in open air for optimal ventilation. Ensure there is enough free space around
the air inlet and outlet of the genset.
Do not place the generator against buildings or walls. Ensure there is enough free space to open the doors.
The genset must be placed on a flat, strong and horizontal surface.

Sometimes the genset is connected according to the IT system when earthing is not possible or not desired
due to mobility. The IT system is not earthed, the neutral and earth are separated in the generator. This is
important concerning the protection that is used (isolation protection).
The connection of the genset should be done by a certified installation company.

This generator provides electricity with a clockwise rotation field by means of 3 phase connection: L1, L2, L3
and N. In the main power board are connecting rails or terminals fitted where the cables can be connected.
Connect the load(s) according to EN-50110 and keep the following points in mind during connection:
Only connect approved cables to the genset.
Check whether the connecting rails and cable shoes are clean and dirt free.
Only attach cables via the cable input. The door should be closed during operation.
Use good quality tools to connect the cables.
The cable must be fixed tightly but do not destroy the thread of the bolt.
Always use a fused distribution box to connect users to the generator. Direct connection of load is
only allowed when using an earth protection module. This module switches off the main circuit breaker
in case of a leakage current.
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Only connect the genset when it´s switched safely.

4

Protections

To ensure safety of personnel and machine, various protections are installed on the genset.

4.1

Engine and generator protections

A number of sensors is installed on the genset to protect the engine and generator. These sensors can give an
alarm or can stop the genset. The following protections are mounted frequently:
Coolant temperature

Frequency fault

Coolant level

Battery voltage fault

Oil pressure

Fuel level low (optional)

Drip tray level

Earth fault protection (optional)

Voltage fault generator

Isolation protection (optional)

4.2

Control circuit protections

The panels contain fuses and circuit breakers for the control circuits. The name and function of the breakers
can be found on the cable ducts and in the electrical schematics. For correct operation, all of the breakers in
the control panel should be ON.
There can be dangerous voltages in the electric panels. When a breaker or fuse must be switched,
it should be done by qualified personnel.

4.3

Emergency stop

An emergency stop is mounted on the control panel or on the outside of the housing.
This switches off the machine during an emergency situation. After using the emergency
stop button, the generator circuit breaker will be directly switched off and the engine will
stop.
Before restarting the following procedure has to be succeeded.
Reset the emergency stop by turning it counterclockwise.
Switch on the generator circuit breaker if desired.
Reset the alarm on the control panel.
Gensets in a housing or container have an emergency stop on the outside which can be covered
with a lid. The risk that exists while covering the emergency stop should be considered carefully.
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To meet the new emission requirements new engines are often regulated by a so-called ECU (Electronic
Control Unit). The ECU controls the fuel injection and also protects the engine. For reading out of the ECU
often a display is used.

5

Control panel

Before operating the generator the operator should be fully conversant with the instrumentation. It is important
during operation of the genset to check the instruments from time to time, so that inconsistencies are noticed
before problems occur.

The function of the different indicators and switches is explained below.

5.1

Control panel

InteliLite module

Control module for the genset. The functions of this module are explained in the
next paragraph.

Operation mode switch

The operation mode switch has three positions:
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OFF:

The genset is switched off.

MANUAL:

The genset can be operated manually.

AUTO:

Automatic start-up. The genset starts and stops by means of an
external command.
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Beneath is shown the front view of the control panel.

Amp meter that gives the effective value of the current through one of the phases.

Frequency meter

Shows the frequency of the generator voltage.

Voltmeter

Voltmeter that gives the effective value of the generator voltage.

Earth leak/Reset

Indication that there was an earth leak. Also the reset button.

5.2

Main power board

Generator circuit breaker

5.3

Emergency stop

Emergency stop
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Generator main switch placed on main power board.

Depending on the exact version of the control panel, the emergency stop
button is placed on the control panel or on the housing. With this button the
genset can be switched off immediately in an emergency situation. After
pushing this button the generator main switch will be switched of immediately
and the genset will stop. Before the genset can be restarted this button needs
to be released (turn left), the main switch needs to be switched on and the fault
reset button has to be pushed.
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Amp. meter

5.4

InteliLite module

Control buttons
Position

Button

Description

A

START-button. Only Works in MAN-mode. Press to start.

B

STOP-button. Only Works in MAN-mode. Press to stop. It is possible to skip the
cooling time by pressing the button twice.

C

FAULT RESET-button. Press to confirm an alarm. Inactive alarms will disappear
directly and the state of the active alarms changes into “confirmed” and the alarm will
disappear when the failure is solved.

D

MODE LEFT/RIGHT-button. Press this button to change the operation mode.
N.B.:
This button doesn’t respond when the operation mode is defined with a binary input
remote OFF, remote MAN or remote AUT.

Control lights
Position
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Description

H

Failure genset. Red LED flashes when the genset has a failure. After pressing the FAULT
RESET button the LED lights continuously until there is no active alarm anymore.

I

Voltage genset OK. Green LED lights up when the generator voltage is between limits.
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Beneath follows a description of the operation of the control module.

Display and control buttons
Position

Button

Description
PAGE-button. Use this button to switch to other pages. For more information see the
display structure later in this manual.

F

UP/DOWN-button. Button to go up/down or increase/decrease a value.

G

ENTER-button. Button to edit a set point or to move to the right in the history page.
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E
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5.4.1

Display structure

The structure of the displays is shown beneath. The displays are divided in measurements, set points and
history.
1.
2.
3.

The Measurement pages contain measurements like voltage, current, oil pressure…
The Set point pages are subcategorized in groups.
The History log pages show all the events that happened in the past.

Set points

History

Bredenoord Aggregaten BV - Zutphensestraat 319, 7325 WT Apeldoorn - Postbus 20122, 7302 HC Apeldoorn
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Measurements

History and Set point pages are only available in the “Engineer” interface, also see Controller information
display.
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5.4.2

Alarms

Failures from the ECU are shown in text but there is also a failure code shown at the bottom of the screen. An
error codes consists of a SPN (Suspect Parameter Number), a FMI (Failure Mode Identifier) and an OC
(Occurrence Counter). These codes give information about the engine failure and can be found in the engine
book. In case of failure always report the error codes to the service department. Reset the failure with the
FAULT RESET button.
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Browsing through the Electronic Control Unit Alarms (only applicable on engines with a digital controller)

Set points marked with a “*” are protected with a password.
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5.4.3
Changing set points

www.bredenoord.com

Password protection

Lost the password?
Go to the information screen where the serial number and the password decoding number are shown and
provide these to the supplier of the genset.
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5.4.4

Controller information screen

Go to the controller information screen by pressing the enter and page button simultaneously. The following set
points can be changed:
1 Language
2 User/Engineer interface
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5.4.5

5.4.6

Display contrast

Change the contrast of the screen by holding the enter button and press one of the arrow buttons.

History

Go to the history screen by pushing the PAGE button twice from measurement menu. The history screen
shows the last events with the corresponding time and date. When a new event happens the oldest will be
deleted.
On the first row the time and date of the event are shown. It is possible to move horizontal through the record
with the ENTER button. By this way the measurement values and error codes that belong to the event can be
found.
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5.4.7

6

Operating instructions

This chapter discusses the operating instructions of the genset. Always follow the maintenance instructions,
which can be found in the maintenance chapter of this manual, before use.
The genset is only permitted to be operated by qualified and adequately trained personnel that is
authorized by the customer.
Take care that the maximum load to switch does not exceed the maximum step load of the genset
(see technical data).
There are three operation modes: OFF – MAN – AUTO. Use the operation mode switch to select the desired
operation mode.

6.1

OFF mode
It’s not possible to start the genset.

6.2

MAN mode

In this mode the genset can be started by hand with the START and STOP button.
Check oil and fuel level, fill up if necessary.
Check if all fuses and breakers in the panels are on.
Switch on the battery switch (turn clockwise).
Select the operation mode HAND with the operation mode switch.
6.2.1

Starting

Press the START button.
The genset will start.
Wait until the LED “GENERATOR VOLTAGE OK” lights up.
Switch on the generator circuit breaker.
6.2.2

Stopping

Switch off the generator circuit breaker.
Press the STOP button.
The genset will stop after the cooling down time. If you want to stop directly then press the STOP button twice.
Select the desired operation mode with the operation mode switch.

6.3

AUTO mode

It is also possible to remote start the genset using a normally open contact. This contact can be for example a
mains protection or a level switch. The contact can be connected to X10: 11-14.
Put the genset in auto mode as follows:
Check oil and fuel level, fill up if necessary.
Connect a start/stop contact to the terminals X10:11 and 14.
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Pressing the START and STOP button gives no reaction.

Check if all fuses and breakers in the panels are on.
Switch on the battery switch (turn clockwise).
Switch on the generator circuit breaker.
Put the operation mode switch in the AUTO mode.
The genset is now in standby mode. The genset will start by closing the contact X10:11-14. By opening the
contact the genset will stop after its cooling down time.

6.4

Operation of the emergency stop

An emergency stop is mounted on the outside of the gensets housing. After using the emergency stop the
generator circuit breaker will be switched off and the genset will stop. The alarm “emergency stop” will appear
on the display.
Before starting the following procedure has to be followed.
Reset the emergency stop by turning it counter-clockwise.
Switch on the generator circuit breaker.
Bredenoord Aggregaten BV - Zutphensestraat 319, 7325 WT Apeldoorn - Postbus 20122, 7302 HC Apeldoorn
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Reset the failure with FAULT RESET button.
The alarm “Emergency stop” will disappear.
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7

Other devices

The genset is equipped with the following extra devices.

7.1

Earth protection module

The genset has the option to connect an earth protection module. This module can be connected to the green
connector in the bottom of the control panel. When an earth fault occurs the module switches off the circuit
breaker. The indication lamp “EARTH FAULT” will light up. Starting is only possible after resetting the earth
fault.
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The advice is to test the earth fault module before every time the genset is used.

Testing the earth fault module:
Start up the genset and close the generator circuit breaker.
The green LED on the earth fault protection lights up.
Press the test button on the earth fault module.
The generator circuit break er will switch off and the red LED lights up.
Procedure after an earth fault:
Find the cause of the earth fault.
Press the reset button on the module or the control panel.
Switch on the generator circuit breaker.
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7.2

Fuel internal/external tank
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The genset has a three way valve for switching over to an external tank. In the figure is the construction of a
three way valve shown. The black colored fuel hoses are for supply to the engine and the blue colored hoses
are for return to the tank. A sticker next to the fuel valve shows which position of the valve corresponds to which
tank.

The handle may only be operated when the genset is switched off.
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7.3

Oil replenishment device

The genset is equipped with an oil replenishment device. This device provides automatic refill of the engine oil in
the engine sump. A buffer tank is connected to the sump via a level switch. The level switch is adjusted to
preferred oil level in the engine to ensure that the oil level is maintained.
The oil level in the tank can be seen via a transparent hose. The tank can be filled via the fill opening on top of
the tank. Type of oil depends on the type of engine and is described in the engine documentation. There is a
valve mounted for maintenance purposes, the valve is open when it´s in line with the hose.
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Ensure that the buffer tank is always filled sufficiently.
Make sure that the valve on the tank is always open.
Check also regularly that the oil level in the engine is correct.
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7.4

Field interruption

For interrupting the exciter field the following steps need to be made:
Make sure that the generatorset can not run by switching off the battery switch.
Disconnect the connection between the clamps X7: + and ++ in the control panel.
The field is yet interrupted and the genset cannot supply any tension.
Switch on the battery switch and start the genset.
Take the time to dry the genset. Stop the genset and switch off the battery switch.
Reconnect the connection between the clamps X7: + and ++ and switch on the battery switch again.
Start the genset and check the tension and frequency.
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By cleaning the genset with a steam cleaner it may occur that some water stays behind in the generator. It is
possible to run the genset without any tension. By interrupting the exciter field the genset can run without
giving any tension. In this way the generator can be dried.

8

Trouble-shooting

Following diagnosis of the engine and generator fault deals with general causes and is valid for most
applications. For all faults the engine and/or generator books should be consulted in the first place. When
taking care of the error the genset should be stopped.

Engine doesn’t start (clicks)

Engine rotates but doesn’t start

Battery charging fault

Oil pressure too low

Coolant temperature too high

Coolant level too low

The engine stops

The engine smokes too much;
black or dark grey smoke
Frequency fault

Engine runs, but no correct
generator voltage on the meter.
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SOLUTION

The battery poles are loose or
are oxidized

Clean and/or tighten the battery poles

The starting batteries are empty

Recharge the batteries

Starting engine or starting relay
is defect

Exchange the starting engine or relay

No fuel

Refill fuel

Fuel filters polluted

Exchange filters

Air in the fuel system

Check all the pipes, filters, hoses,
connections, fuel pump and de-air the
system by a diesel technician

Broken belt

Exchange belt

Carbon brushes of the dynamo
are defect

Exchange brushes

Oil level too low

Check oil level and fill up if necessary

Oil pressure sensor defect

Exchange oil sensor

Coolant level too low

Fill up coolant

Temperature switch broken

Exchange temperature switch

Radiator polluted

Clean the radiator

Blocked air flow

Check the air flow and consult the engine
documentation

Fan belt or cooling pump belt
not tight enough

Check visually if it’s necessary to tighten
the snares

Air filter polluted

Clean or exchange air filter

Coolant level too low or level
switch broken

Fill up coolant and check level switch

No fuel

Refill fuel

Fuel filters polluted

Exchange filter by a diesel technician

Air in fuel

De-air the fuel system by a diesel
technician

Engine overload

Reduce load

Air filter is polluted

Exchange air filter

Injectors defect

Check the injector by a diesel technician

Problems in the fuel system

Fuel problems, see “the engine stops”

Engine overload

Reduce load

Speed controller defect

Consult engine documentation

Fuse broken or breaker is
switched off

Check all breakers and fuses in the
panels

Voltage regulator defect

Consult generator documentation
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FAILURE INDICATION POSSIBLE CAUSE

FAILURE INDICATION POSSIBLE CAUSE

Engine runs, but the user has
no voltage. Meter does indicate
voltage

SOLUTION

Loose or broken wire in the
panel

Check cables and wiring

The main generator circuit
breaker is switched off

Switch on the circuit breaker

To meet new emission standards, new engines are now fitted with an engine management system, also known
as ECU (Electronic Control Unit). Often a display or a ComAp module is being used to show measurements
and alarms from the ECU. In the event of an engine fault, the ECU gives an error code which can be found in
the engine documentation. The following possible failures are applicable to engines with an engine
management system.

Fault code from the ECU

Machine is on but display
remains dark

SOLUTION

Engine management indicates a
fault code

Find the fault code and solution in the
engine documentation

A fuse or fuse breaker is
switched off

Check all breakers and fuses in the
panels

Loose wiring

Check wiring

No battery voltage

Batteries dead or battery switch is off

Should you experience an error that is not listed above and/or in the engine/generator documentation please
contact the service department of Bredenoord.
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FAILURE INDICATION POSSIBLE CAUSE

9

Moving the generator

Mobile gensets are often moved and are therefore usually equipped with a lifting eye and forklift beams. Check
before moving if customer cables are disconnected, that all doors are closed and the genset can be moved
safely.
Never move under a lifted genset! Never work on a lifted genset!

Always check if the crane or forklift is suitable to lift the weight. The weight of the genset can be
found in the technical data of this manual.

Use only approved lifting equipment and check the lifting eye and lifting equipment for damage.
Moving by means of a forklift
When moving the genset by means of a forklift it’s important to keep the genset as straight as possible to
prevent falling from the lifting forks.
Keep in mind during lifting that the centre of gravity of the genset lies beneath the lifting eye.
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Moving by means of the lifting eye
The genset can be lifted by means of the lifting eye with a chain and a suitable crane. Never attach the chain
directly to the lifting eye due to damage but use a closable hook.

10

Maintenance

This chapter explains how to execute maintenance on your Bredenoord genset. Regular maintenance will not
only prolong the life of the genset, but is also vital for the safety of the users. For specific maintenance on the
engine and generator always consult the generator and engine book.
The following points should be considered for safety during maintenance:
Always be aware that there can be voltage on electrical parts. Always make the installation voltage
free when proceeding with maintenance. Be aware that on emergency power gensets there also can
be fed voltage from the mains side.
During work always wear the required personal protective equipment and clothing.

Only refill liquids on a switched off genset.

Remove spilt fuel or lubricant immediately. Take care that no welding or grinding is done near the
genset because of fire risk. Keep open fire and other flammable sources away from the genset.
The removal of environmentally harmful waste, such as engine oil, fuel, filters and batteries, should
be done according to local laws and (environmental) regulations.

10.1

Important points for maintenance

Engine oil
It is important that the engine oil level is correct, without proper lubrication the engine can be damaged
seriously. The level can be measured with the level stick which can be found on the engine. On the stick two
levels are shown between which the oil should be. Always fill up oil until the high level, but do not exceed. A
too high oil level can indicate an internal leakage in the engine. Consult the engine book for specifications
about oil and filters.
Check manually the engine oil on a regularly basis. The engine will damage without proper
lubrication.
Coolant
The function of the coolant is cooling the engine. When the engine has not enough cooling, it becomes too hot
and will stop (if the engine is protected with coolant temperature sensor). To prevent overheating of the engine,
most gensets have a sensor that alarms on a too low level of coolant. To prevent freezing of the coolant, a mix
of water and anti-freeze is used. Consult the engine book for specifications about the coolant. Coolant can be
refilled on top of the radiator.
Carefully open the fill opening, coolant can be boiling hot and under pressure.
Fuel
Take care that there is always fuel in the tank. If the fuel tank is empty the engine will stop and possibly the
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Avoid skin or eye contact with fuel, lubricant, coolant or battery acid. In the case of skin contact
with fuel, lubricant or coolant, wash immediately with soap and water. In the case of skin contact
with battery acid or eye contact with fuel, lubricant, coolant or battery acid immediately clean with a
lot of water and consult a doctor.

Fuel filling point
Fuel level meter
Starting batteries
The starting batteries are an essential part of the genset because they are responsible for starting of the engine
and power supply for the control panel. Some batteries contain a liquid as electrolyte. During maintenance will
be checked if the liquid is between the low and high levels. The liquid that is used depends on the type of
starting battery, most of them use distilled water. Always be careful with batteries, they can contain explosive
gas and corrosive acid.
Be careful with starting batteries! Batteries contain an explosive gas. Big sparks exist if the starting
battery is short-circuited which can cause explosion of the battery.

10.2

Maintenance

The time intervals and content of maintenance depend on the type of engine and the application for which the
genset is used. A generator that runs continuously will need more often maintenance than an emergency
generator. For an emergency generator it’s important to regularly check the automatic start-up in case of mains
failure.
On request Bredenoord can customize a maintenance schedule for your specific application. For standard
applications Bredenoord recommends the following instructions for maintenance.
Weekly check
Week ly a visual check by the customer on the following points:
V-belts on damages (visual check)
Oil level, fill up if necessary
Coolant level, fill up if necessary
Fuel level, fill up if necessary
Starting batteries (voltage, oxidation of the poles) liquid level, fill up if necessary
Checking and repair of leakages
Radiator for pollution
Operation of the preheater (if applicable)
Drain the water separator (if applicable)
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fuel system first has to be de-aired before starting. Use for emergency gensets winter diesel, see engine
documentation for exact fuel specifications.

To ensure the operation of an emergency genset, the genset has to be tested once a month unloaded for a
short time. Check the following:
Generator voltage and frequency
Battery voltage during starting
Check for uncommon noises
Inspection check
Execution every three months
It’s possible to ask Bredenoord to do the inspection check. As example the inspection report on the next pages
can be used.
Yearly maintenance
Execute once a year (emergency power) or every 500 operation hours.

The following will be checked:
All checks from the inspection check.
Load test (minimal ½ hour)
It is recommended to do at least once a year a load test. This test checks that the genset can deliver the
required power and the cooling is sufficient. It is also good for the engine to run at full load. Most gensets run a
lot with low load and because of this the exhaust becomes polluted which eventually can lead to the danger of
fire. With the load test the exhaust will be burned clean.
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The following will be replaced:
Engine oil and filters
Fuel filters
Air filters (if necessary)

INSPECTION REPORT
Customer
: _____________
Location
: _____________
Date
: _____________
Name technician: _____________

Genset no.
Engine
Engine type
Power

: _____________
: _____________
: _____________
: _____________ kVA

= not applicable
= checked/OK
= not OK

Check:
Level engine oil
Tolerance on moving parts (water pump, belt tensioner etc.)
DCA-level if applicable (Cummins and Caterpillar engines)
Coolant heater, if applicable
Freezing point coolant (min. -25 °C)
Coolant level
Battery terminals on fixation and oxidation
Level battery liquid
Acid weight battery liquid
Test batteries (with battery tester)
Test battery charger, if applicable
Radiator/external (table) cooler on pollution and leakage
Room fan(s)
V-belts on wearing and tearing
Engine wiring on fixation and damage
Generator connections (visual)
Fuel hoses on wearing
Level (external) fuel tank
Power cables; check on wearing, drying out and fixation
Power outlets on oxidation and burns
Housing on damage
Housing on isolation material
Plating on wearing and fixation
Locksmithing of the housing
Genset unloaded test
Check:
Battery switch on
Panel meters
Protections
Voltage
Frequency
Oil pressure
Coolant temperature
Noises
Leakages (oil, fuel, coolant and exhaust system)
Exhaust gases

Value

: _____________

Value

: _____________

Volt
Hz
Bar
°C

: _____________
: _____________
: _____________
: _____________

Standby
Put the machine in standby mode
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Safety
Machine switched safe

INSPECTION REPORT
(addition for yearly maintenance)
Customer

: _____________

Genset no.

: _____________

Exchange/clean:
Check engine oil
Fill up engine oil
Engine oil changed
Fuel filter(s)
Fuel rough filter(s)
Oil filter(s)
Bypass filter(s)
Centrifugal filter (if applicable)
Oil bath air filter (if applicable)
Air filter(s) (if necessary)
Genset load test (if possible)
Customer load
External load bank
Check:
Voltage
Frequency
Oil pressure
Coolant temperature
Leakages
Exhaust gases
Cable(s)
Power distribution board(s)
Connection(s) fuel tank
Logbook registration (if applicable)

Volt
Hz
Bar
°C

: _____________
: _____________
: _____________
: _____________

Approved until
Approved until

: _____________
: _____________

Standby:
Put the machine in standby mode.
If defects are found during maintenance they will be resolved directly, if possible, in consultation with the customer.

Comments customer/technician:
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= not applicable
= checked/OK
= not OK

11

Decommissioning and disposal of the genset

After ending of the economic and/or technical lifetime, first the genset has to be electrical disconnected.
The removal of environmentally harmful waste, such as engine oil, fuel, filters and batteries, should be done
according to local laws and (environmental) regulations.
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If you want to remove/dispose the genset please contact Bredenoord. They will advise you what to do in your
case.
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12

Expiring of the warranty

The warranty of the genset provided by Bredenoord expires directly if:
The maintenance on the genset is not carried out as specified by the manufacturer.
(Safety) components of the genset are removed and not placed back before the genset is being put in
operation.
Components and/or accessories are added to the genset without written permission from the manufacturer.
The genset is used for other purposes than intended by the manufacturer.
The genset is not installed, moved, operated and/or put into operation, as described in this manual.
Modifications are being made without written permission from the manufacturer.

The genset is incorrectly attached and/or linked to other components and/or machines.
The genset is incorrectly connected in the complete installation.
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The use is in contrary with the instructions prescribed by this manual.

Technical data

Genset number
Fuel

Lubricants

Dimensions L * W * H
Weight net/gross
Max. sound level (LWA)
Environment temperature
Engine type
Generator type
Voltage and frequency
Apparent power
Real power
Max. step load
Battery
Tank capacity
Fuel consumption at 75% load
Fuel prefilter
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HAG4725
Diesel oil, in winter: winter diesel oil
Good quality brand oil for heavy diesel engines. See engine handbook for
specifications. At delivery filled with SHELL Rimula R5 E 10W-40
2000x1200x1950 mm
1680 / 1920 kg
87 dB(A)
-30 < T < 40 °C
Deutz BF4M2011 seral number 11195850
Leroy Somer LSA43.2S2 serial number 289821/6
231/400V, 50 Hz
35 kVA
28 kW
50%
1 x 120 Ah
185 liter
approx. 6 liters per hour
3VSCH40116

Main fuel filter

01174696

Oil filter

01174416

Air filter

01319142

Water separator filter

n.a.

Oil bypass filter

n.a.

Fan belt

01175928

Dynamo belt

Combined

Water pump belt

Combined
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EG-verklaring van overeenstemming IIA
EG-Erklärung von Übereinstimmung IIA
EC-Declaration of Conformity IIA
Wij / Wir / We
Bredenoord Aggregaten B.V.
Zutphensestraat 319, Apeldoorn, Nederland,

Vermogen/Leistung/Power:
Serienummer/Seriennummer/Serial number:
Geluidsniveau/Schallpegel/Sound level:
Bouwjaar/Baujahr/Year of manufacture:

Diesel elektroaggregaat
Diesel Elektroaggregat
Diesel generator set
35 kVA
HAG4725
87 dB(A)
2012

waarop deze verklaring betrekking heeft, in overeenstemming is met de volgende richtlijnen en normen:
- de machinerichtlijn 2006/42/EG.
- de laagspanningsrichtlijn 2006/95/EG
- de EMC-richtlijn 2004/108/EG
- de Geluidsrichtlijn 2000/14/EG
In overeenstemming is met:
- de geharmoniseerde Europese normen EN 12601, EN 60204-1
- de nationale en internationale technische normen en specificaties: NEN-1010

auf das sich diese Erklärung bezieht, folgenden einschlägigen Richtlinien und Normen entspricht:
- die Maschinerichtlinie 2006/42/EG
- die Niederspannungsrichtlinie 2006/95/EG
- die EMC-Richtlinie 2004/108/EG
- die Schallrichtlinie 2000/14/EG
In Übereinstimmung ist mit:
- die harmonisierte Europäische Normen EN 12601, EN 60204-1
- die nationale und internationale technische Normen und Spezifikationen: NEN-1010

to which this declaration relates, is in conformity with the following relevant regulations:
- the machinery directive 2006/42/EC
- the low voltage directive 2006/95/EC
- the EMC directive 2004/108/EC
- the sound directive 2000/14/EC.
Is in conformity with:
- the harmonized European standards EN 12601, EN 60204-1
- the national and international technical standards and specifications: NEN-1010

Apeldoorn, 21-5-2013
Nederland
H. Keurhorst
Directeur/Direktor/Director
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verklaren geheel onder eigen verantwoordelijkheid dat het product:
erklären ganz unten eigene Verantwortlichkeit dass das Produkt:
declare under our sole responsibility that the product:

